
Jorge Luis Borges and Roberto Bolaño were both poets whose greatest poetic achievements are 

poems they never wrote: poems no one could have written because they are impossible to write, yet 

exist by means of fiction. Recently, César Aira joined their company when he wrote Varamo, which, like 

Ficciones and Nazi Literature in the Americas, serves as inspiration for this new fiction section of 

Dispatches.   

Most of my poet friends spend more time talking about fiction than they do about poetry, and 

that’s another inspiration. They talk about film, too, and music –not because poetry is dead but because 

they crave the challenge of another form. They are gluttons for pleasure.   

This Poets’ Fiction section is not about smuggling poetry into a fiction that people might actually 

read, or about tricking people into thinking they’re reading fiction when in reality they’re reading 

poetry. It’s about skywalking between forms, which I find to be essentially and consistently poetic. 

This section is not just for works like Varamo or Savage Detectives which take for their theme 

poets and poetry. It is for poets’ fiction more generally. Bolaño was fond of saying that the best poetry 

of the last century was found in works of prose; he cited Joyce, Proust, and Faulkner. We’ve all said 

something similar at one time or another, adducing our own pet authors (my list would be heavy on 

Spanish and Latin American names), and although I’m ambivalent about definitions of poetry that boil 

down to “beautiful” or “experimental” writing, there’s no doubt that kind of writing appeals to poets 

and influences their craft. Fiction which by virtue of its intensity, imagery, prosody –or by virtue of its 

experimental form –evokes poetry and accesses ecstasy. Then again, there are those times, as in “Pierre 

Menard, Author of the Quixote,” when the prose ceases to correspond and becomes a self-respecting 

realm –and becomes poetry.  

And so here let us follow Pessoa when, translating himself into a heteronym, he says: “I write 

the prose of my verses.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


